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ABSTRACT
We present a unified learning framework for recovering both 3D
mesh and camera pose of the object from a single image. Our ap-
proach learns to recover outer shape and surface geometric details
of the mesh without relying on 3D supervision. We adopt multi-
view normal maps as the 2D supervision so that the silhouette and
geometric details information can be transferred to neural network.
A normal mismatch based objective function is introduced to train
the network, and the camera pose is parameterized into the objec-
tive, it integrates pose estimation with the mesh reconstruction in
a same optimization procedure. We demonstrate the abilities of the
proposed approach in generating 3D mesh and estimating camera
pose with qualitative and quantitative experiments.
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• Computing methodologies→ Reconstruction;Mesh models;
Neural networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
How do humans understand 3D world from a single 2D image?
Researches in visual perception indicate that humans recognize
objects from a single image by building a description of shapes
and spatial positions according to the empirical knowledge[11, 16,
20]. Therefore, recovering 3D shapes and poses from images is
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a worthwhile study that has became an active research area in
computer graphics and computer vision. While single-image shape
and pose recovering is still an ill-posed problem due to themultitude
of ambiguities in a single image. In this paper, we consider the issue
of single-image 3D shape reconstruction and pose estimation under
learning based methods.
Recent progress in deep neural networks has sparked a grow-
ing research interest in using deep learning methods to recover
3D shape from a single-image. Many works trained convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) to predict 3D voxel models [2, 15, 19, 23]
or 3D point clouds [3]. However, voxels and point clouds do not
convey surface information of the object, cannot be used to ge-
ometry editing, texture mapping and light rendering. While the
polygon mesh which consists of vertices and triangular faces is a
considerable 3D representation type for further editing.
To take advantages of polygonmesh, we train an encoder-decoder
architecture CNN to generate 3D mesh. Specifically, the network
is trained to deform a underlying mesh into a new shape. Several
studies have adopted this approach to recover 3D mesh from a
single image. Ellipsoid [22] or sphere [5] was per-defined as the un-
derlying mesh, however, they require a large number of 3D meshes
as supervision during training phase. Our method based on multi-
view 2D observation, the network can be trained without relying
on 3D supervision.
Current Non-3D-supervision learning frameworks [8, 23] used
2D silhouette supervision, the network was trained by optimizing
an Intersection over Union (IoU) based objective function, which
is a simple silhouette constraint, does not perform well for recov-
ering surface geometric structures. We adopt normal map instead
of silhouette image as the supervision. On this basis, a normal vec-
tor based objective function is introduced, which constrains both
silhouette and surface geometric structures of the mesh, such that
the reconstructed mesh keeps correct outer contour and surface
geometric structure.
Shape reconstruction and pose estimation from a single image
are two fundamental issues in 3D understanding area. Many recent
studies specialized in using deep learning methods to learn pose
estimation from the 2D image [9, 10, 14, 17]. Some frameworks
attempted to predict shape and pose together by training several
networks[21] or learning from annotated images[7]. In our work,
the pose estimation can be straightforward. We calculate the nor-
mal vector in 3D camera space, such that the pose parameters are
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Figure 1: The overview of proposed framework. The left column is a CGAN for normalmap generation; the right is an encoder-
decoder CNN for mesh reconstruction. The first row shows the training phases, the multi-view 2D observations (lighting
images and normal images) are rendered from 3D models. The second row shows the workflow of the trained normal map
generator and the mesh predictor, it takes a single RGB image as input, the output is the reconstructed 3D mesh and its
corresponding pose.
easily integrated in the final objective function, then the pose es-
timation can be done along with 3D mesh reconstruction in the
same optimization process.
In this paper, we propose an end-to-end learning framework for
recovering detailed 3D mesh and camera pose from a single image.
Figure 1 illustrates the overview of the framework. It takes a single
image as input, a Conditional Generative Adversarial Network
(CGAN) [12] architecture is adopted to train a generator for normal
map generation. The normal map is then transferred to an encoder-
decoder CNN architecture for processing mesh reconstruction and
pose estimation. As far as we know, 2D normal maps have never
been directly fed to neural networks for learning single-image 3D
reconstruction and pose estimation.
Our main contributions can be summarized as:
• We present a unified learning framework to recover both 3D
mesh and camera pose from a single RGB image. The two
different processes are integrated in the same optimization
procedure.
• We propose the method for recovering outer contour and
surface geometric details of mesh without learning from 3D
supervision. This is made by introducing a normal mismatch
based objective function.
• We demonstrate the advantages of our approach both quali-
tatively and quantitatively in mesh reconstruction and pose
estimation.
2 RELATEDWORK
Our work is based on the recent progress in deep learning methods
to tackle the problem of single-image mesh reconstruction and pose
estimation.
2.1 Single-image 3D reconstruction
Deep learning methods based single-image 3D reconstruction has
became an active research topic. In previous studies, The voxel
[2, 15, 19, 23] is the most widely adopted 3D representation type,
on account of the voxel is considered as the 3D extension of the
2D pixel, that can be processed by convolutional neural networks
(CNNs). Another representation is point cloud, [3] introduced the
PointOutNet to generate point set, which was used in 3D point
cloud reconstruction from a single image. However, both of them
lose important surface details of geometric structure, making it
difficult to further geometry editing, texture sampling and light
rendering. Due to the clear surface geometric structure of polygon
mesh, our framework generates the mesh instead of voxels or point
clouds.
Integrating mesh data into the neural networks is a big challenge
due to its graph structure. [22] represented the vertices of the mesh
as nodes, which were fed to a graph convolutional network (GCN),
the new mesh was obtained by learning to deform an ellipsoid
mesh to the target shape. [5] parameterized a pre-defined mesh in a
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bidirectional 2D space, mesh generating amounts to learning para-
metric transformation in the 2D space. Both works adopted a 3D
chamfer distance based loss function to train the networks, which
requires 3D vertex sets as supervision. Our learning framework
allows the network to be trained without 3D supervision.
Previous studies have proved that single-image 3D reconstruc-
tion can be realized without explicit 3D supervision. [23] introduced
a silhouette loss function for learning 3D voxel reconstruction under
2D silhouette observation, [8] employed this approach in single-
image 3Dmesh reconstruction. However, the silhouette supervision
cannot constrain the geometric structure of mesh surface, hence
does not perform well for recovering surface details. Considering
that the normal map conveys both silhouette information and geo-
metric details, we use normal maps instead of silhouette images as
the supervision.
2.2 Pose estimation
3D pose estimation from images is an essential task in 3D under-
standing area such as 3D recognition and human-machine inter-
action. Deep learning methods have shown to be effective for the
single-image pose estimation. [10] introduced the PoseNet, a pose
estimation learning framework based on the GoogLeNet, it was
trained to regress the 6-DOF camera pose from a single image. [9]
proposed geometric loss functions that improved the PoseNet’s
performance. [17] adopted images that rendered from 3D model
datasets to train CNN for learning pose estimation on real images.
[14] trained a CNN to predict semantic key-points of the object
from a single RGB image, then combined the key-points with a pre-
defined deformable model to calculate the pose of the object. [21]
attempted to predict both shape and pose from a single RGB image
by respectively training two CNNs. Our framework integrates the
pose estimation with the mesh reconstruction, and both outperform
state of the art.
2.3 Normal map generation via image
translation
Isola et al.[6] explored image-to-image translation problem in using
CGAN [12], they used the image as the extra information that fed to
the network along with a noise vector to train an image "translator".
On this basis, [18] trained a normal map generator that converts
sketch images to normal maps, in the meanwhile, they presented
an interactive interface to enhance user-specific refining. Inspired
by these works, we employ the CGAN to train the normal map
generator without user-specific enhancing.
3 METHOD
We aim to learn a mesh predictor f and a normal map generator
д. The f can infer the 3D structure for the underlying mesh from
a single normal map n, while the д generates the normal map
n from a single RGB image x , д : x → n. The final prediction
(f ◦ д)(x) is comprised of the 3D shape with the specific camera
pose corresponding to the input image. We detail the methods in
following subsections.
3.1 Mesh reconstruction
Instead of relying on 3D supervision, we train the predictor function
f from multiple-view observations of objects, which is similar to
the previous works in [8, 23]. But they used silhouette images as 2D
supervision, while we use normal mapsN , the viewport is denoted
asV .
In every iteration of the training process, ni ∈ N denotes the
i-th normal map, the mesh prediction is f (ni ). Then we calculate
its surface normals, and map the normal values into RGB range
[0, 1], which are finally rendered in the given viewport vi ∈ V .
The process can be expressed as nˆi = Rnormal (f (ni ),vi ), where
Rnormal (·) denotes the rendering process of the normal map. To
allow the backward propagation of normal errors, we use a differen-
tiable mesh renderer [8] to implement the rendering process. The
predictor function f is trained by optimizing a normal mismatch
based objective function.
In consideration of the normal maps contain both 2D silhouette
information and 3D mesh surface details, we directly calculate the
distance between ni and nˆi as a global normal loss. In this work, L1
outperform L2 distance in the prediction, especially in the outline
preservation (see Figure 2). Thus, we define the global normal loss
as:
Lnormal = | |nˆi − ni | |1, (1)
The normal value is a direction vector, therefore, we introduce a
loss function based on angular distance to regulate the local face
orientations of the mesh:
Lrotation = | |(1 − dˆi ⊙ di ) ⊙ M | |2, (2)
where
di = 2ni − 1, dˆi = 2nˆi − 1
The symbol ⊙ presents an element-wise product. The normal vec-
tors di and dˆi can be obtained by mapping the RGB value of each
normal map pixel back to the range of [−1, 1] without normaliza-
tion, due to the normals have been normalized when stored as the
normal map. To eliminate the effect to the outline of the predicted
mesh, we apply a maskM that indicates the intersection between ni
and nˆi . WhileM can be easily obtained by applying an element-wise
product between ni and nˆi based on their alpha channels.
In addition, we add two geometric constraints to regularize the
angles between neighboring faces, and the length of edges. The
smooth lossLsmooth is used to insure the consistency of the surface.
Lsmooth acts on the predicted mesh f (ni ) directly:
Lsmooth =
∑
(aj ,bj )∈Fi
(1 + cos < aj ,bj >)2, (3)
Here aj ,bj are two adjacent faces of the mesh f (ni ), and Fi denotes
the set of all adjacent face pairs.
The edge loss is added to prevent the 3D mesh deforming too
much in local areas:
Ledдe =
√
1
N
∑
ej ∈Ei
(ej − e¯) (4)
We calculate the standard deviation of the edge length set, ej
presents one edge (length) in the edge set Ei , where Ei contains all
edges of the mesh, N denotes the number of edges, e¯ is the mean
length of the edges.
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The final objective function for the shape prediction is theweighted
sum of above loss functions:
L = λnLnormal + λrLrotation
+λsLsmooth + λeLedдe (5)
Figure 2: The results with different loss terms. First is the
input image, second is the result with full loss terms, third
is the result with L2 normal distance, fourth is the result
without geometric loss.
3.2 Pose parameterization
We assume that the camera intrinsics are known, then the pose can
be parameterized as the camera extrinsic matrix Tc =
[
R t
0 1
]
∈
R4×4, which is comprised of a rotation matrix R ∈ R3×3 and a
translation vector t ∈ R3.
We presented the normal map rendering function nˆ = R(f (n),v),
here n = д(x) is the normal map generated from the given single
sketch image x , and v is the viewport that denotes the camera pose
Tc .The normal vectors of the mesh are calculated in the camera
space, for ease of explanation, we omit the symbol of the rendering,
the normal map rendering function can be rewritten as:
nˆ = Tc (f ◦ д)(x) (6)
Then taking it into the formula (5), and λs , λe can be set to zero
due to the geometric constraints do not affect the result of pose
estimation.
3.3 Normal map generation
We treat the normal map generation for a single RGB image as an
image-to-image translation problem. Inspired by previous studies
[6, 18], we use conditional adversarial networks (CGANs) [12] mix
a global L1 distance and an area sampling regularizer to train the
normal map generator.
GANs consist of a generative modelG and a discriminativemodel
D,G is generator that maps a random random vector z to an image
y, G : z → y [4]. CGANs are a variant model that conditioned
on extra information x [12], in this work, x is the sketch image.
We define the objective function based on CGANs that is same to
[6, 18] :
LCGANs (G,D) = Ex,y [loд D(x ,y)]+
Ex,y [loд (1 − D(x ,G(x , z)))], (7)
where G and D presents the Generator and Discriminator, x is
the input image and y is the normal map, z is the random vector.
By simulating the gaming between G and D to train a qualified
Generator, Gˆ = arg minG maxD LCGANs (G,D).
Previous methods have indicated that it is beneficial to add L1
or L2 distance loss to GANs objective [6, 13]. Compare to the L1
distance, L2 distance encourages image blurring [13], therefore we
calculate the L1 distance between the generated normal map and
the ground truth to regulate the global image distribution:
Lдlobal (G) = Ex,y,z [| |G(x , z) − y | |1], (8)
Additionally, in each iteration of training, we sample a few pixels
from strong geometric structure areas to enhance the constraint
of local features in normal map. The local area regularizer can be
expressed as:
Llocal (G) = Eφˆ⊂G(x,z),φ⊂y [| |φˆ − φ | |1], (9)
The normal map generator д is obtained by optimizing the ob-
jective:
д = arg min
G
max
D
LCGANs (G,D)+
λдLдlobal (G) + λlLlocal (G).
(10)
4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Experimental setup
Dataset. To compare our approach with the state of art Non-3D-
supervision learning frameworks, we use the ShapeNet [1] dataset
that they used. For each model, we render its lighting images and
normal images from 24 azimuth angles with 30 degree elevation
angle. The lighting images are rendered under same light intensity
with Phong shading. The normal maps are rendered by mapping
vertex normal vectors to RGB range, the normal values are calculate
in the camera view space. The resolution is 256 × 256. For category,
we random select 1000 models for rendering. Thus, we obtain 1000×
24 lighting images and 1000 × 24 normal maps with the resolution
of 256 × 256 for each training category.
Network architecture. The overview of the framework is shown
in Figure 1. Specifically, for fair comparison, the encoder of f is
nearly same to that of [8, 23], which consists of 3 convolution
layers with 64, 128 and 256 channels respectively, and the fixed
filter size of 5× 5; after the convolution layers are 3 fully-connected
layers, the first two layers have 1024 neurons, the last layer has
512 neurons. The decoder decodes the latent unit that get from
the encoder by 3 other fully-connected layers with 1024, 2048 and
642 neurons respectively. The network for training normal map
generator д is a CGAN architecture, it is composed of a Generator
and a Discriminator. The CGAN is a common choice for image-to-
image translation [6, 12, 18], we follow the settings in [18].
Evaluation metric.We evaluate the quality of shape prediction
by calculating the mean IoU ratio between the ground-truth and
predicted shapes, which is a standard metric for single-image re-
construction. In addition, we calculate the pixel-wise L1 distance
of normal map between the ground-truth and predicted shapes for
surface geometric evaluation.
4.2 Training
Normal map generation. In every iteration, we fed 256 × 256
pixels lighting image to the Generator, the rendered normal map
and the generated intermediate normal map were transferred to
the Discriminator. We use the Sobel filter to calculate the gradient
of the normal map to obtain a wait list of pixels for local sampling,
due to the fact that the normal map conveys the geometric features
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Figure 3: Comparison experiments. First column: input image. Second to fourth columns: result of our approach. Fifth to
seventh columns: result of [8].
Figure 4: 3D mesh reconstruction and pose estimation from a single image. First column is the input image. Second is the
normal map that generated by the normal map generator д. Third to fourth columns are predicted mesh that rendered from
two random viewports. Fifth and sixth column show the lighting image and normal map that rendered under the estimated
camera pose.
Table 1: L1 Normal distance (The lower is better)
chair car bench lamp airplane
Silhouette supervision [8] 0.6493 0.4214 0.6010 0.4905 0.4172
Normal map supervision (ours) 0.5045 0.2526 0.4880 0.3372 0.3351
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Table 2: IoU ratio (The higher is better)
chair car bench lamp airplane
Silhouette supervision [8] 0.5091 0.7251 0.4728 0.4126 0.6085
Normal map supervision (ours) 0.5711 0.8132 0.4356 0.6157 0.5314
of model surface. The RMSProp optimizer with 5e-5 learning rate
was used.
Mesh reconstruction. For fair comparison, we down-sampled the
normal images to 64×64, then fed the resized images to the network.
A pre-defined isotropic sphere with 642 vertices was used as the
underlying mesh, which is identical to the settings in [8]. In all cases
we set the weights with λn = 0.001, λr = 1e5, λs = 0.01, λv = 1.0.
The Adam optimizer with α = 0.0001, β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999 is
used. For each category, we set the batch size to 64, iteration to
20000, then the mean training time is 125.47 minutes under the
condition of a single GTX1080 GPU.
4.3 Result evaluation
We trained several models from each category, and compared our
results with the state of art Non-3D-supervision mesh reconstruc-
tion method [8]. For each category, we random tested 10 groups
and calculated the mean value of the IoU ratio and L1 normal dis-
tance. The results of [8] were obtained based on their pre-trained
models. Figure 3, Table 1 and Table 2 present a part of the results.
Our approaches have achieved encouraging results in recovering
mesh surface details and camera poses.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, We presented a learning framework for recovering
3D detailed mesh and camera pose of the object from a single RGB
image. It shows that the multi-view normal maps can be used as
the supervision for learning 3D detailed mesh reconstruction. The
normal map conveys both 2D silhouette and 3D geometric details
information that is beneficial to train the network for recovering
surface geometric structure of the mesh. We also proved that the
3D pose can be parameterized into the proposed objective function
of mesh reconstruction. The encouraging results indicate our ap-
proaches outperform state of art in learning single-image detailed
mesh reconstruction and pose estimation without relying on 3D
supervision. The generated normal map has a significant influence
on final result of mesh prediction, it would be interesting to apply
similar ideas for learning mesh surface editing or 3D style transfer
in the future study.
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